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Why am I presenting this?

- To demonstrate how and where EFL is used
- To provide valuable information to interface development that could help extend its functionality
What apps do exist?

- Ephoto
- Terminology
- verne
- eNotes
- Edi
- Rage
Python apps!

- edone
- epymc
- egitu
- eluminance
- ede
UX problems with those apps

- Different ways for configs
- No way to share configs
  - Share favorite fs-locations between ephoto and verne
  - Share view preference like grid or list
- Different ways to present actions
Good things while using EFL

- The skeleton project lays the foundation for applications
- Fast application building
- Easy to abstract, by passing containers around
What things could be done better

- Config!
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Api Helpers

- Oauth2
- Rest api
  - Webservice integration
  - Calender etc.